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Abstract: Maintainability is an essential software quality factor that is useless if it is not available at an initial stage in
the software development life cycle. It becomes more important in the case of object oriented design. Estimating
maintainability of object oriented design near the beginning in the development cycle, mainly at design phase;
significantly reduce the development cost and rework, and as well as assists the software designers and developers for
delivering high quality maintainable software within time and budget. This paper illustrates the need and significance
of maintainability at design phase and build up a multivariate linear Maintainability Estimation Model for ObjectOriented Design. Developed model estimates the maintainability of class diagrams in respect of their Extendibility,
Reusability. Lastly the developed models have been validated using experimental tryout.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Software is going away to be changed several times for
different reasons while being developed and particularly
after it has been delivered. Commonly the term
maintenance is used when referring to those changes made
to software products after they have been delivered
Depending on the reasons for alteration and the wider
organizational perspective, a variety of approaches to
maintenance such as corrective or adaptive maintenance
are or relatively should be applied. Despite the truth that
software maintenance is a costly and difficult task; it is not
correctly managed and often unnoticed. One cause for this
poor management is the lack of established measures for
software maintainability [1]. As an outcome, there is an
imperative demand to put into practice software
engineering concepts, strategy, practices to avoid
deviation, and to improve the software development
process in order to deliver good quality maintainable
software in time and within account.
II.
SOFTWARE MAINTAINABILITY
The key word of “maintainability” appeared in the
categorization of maintenance. It is also programmed as
the first key attribute of good designed software
[2].Maintainability is one of the most significant
characteristics of software quality. The mass of software
companies splurge 60 to 70 percent of resources for
correcting, adopting and maintaining the existing software
[3, 4, 7]. The majority of companies pay out over 70
percent budget on testing, maintenance of the software to
manage the quality [5].Maintainability Estimation helps to
examine the maintenance effort and easiness of software at
design level [14]. The maintainability definition according
to IEEE glossary of Software Engineering is “the ease
with which a software system or component can be
modified to correct faults, get better performance or other
attributes, or adapt to a change environment”[6,23].
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Software maintenance required for extra effort than any
other software engineering activity [5]. The
maintainability of software is not possible directly, but
with the help of their internal characteristics Estimation
[6]. Noticeably a definition of maintainability wishes to be
strongly link to the term maintenance. Maintainability is
the easiness or simplicity with which a software system
can be maintained (using the definition of software
maintenance above) and is a key characteristic of software
[16, 18].
III.
OBJECT ORIENTED PROPERTIES
Object oriented design is the most popular concept in
today‟s software development environment. Object
oriented system consider object as the primary agent
involved in a computation process. It requires more
significant effort at the early phase in the software
development life cycle to recognized objects, classes, and
the relationships among them. Object oriented
programming is a basic knowledge that supports quality
objectives [13, 15].
The necessity to deal with the maintainability of software
design is the essential issue that influenced the overall
development cost and quality. A good object oriented
design needs design procedures and practices that must be
used in development cycle [17]. Their violation will
ultimately have a strong impact on the quality attributes.
Object oriented principles direct the designers what to
hold up and what to keep away from. A number of
measures have been defined so far to measure object
oriented design. There are several important themes of
object orientation that are known to be the basis of internal
quality of object oriented design and support in the
perspective of measurement [18,19]. These themes
significantly include inheritance, encapsulation, cohesion
and coupling.
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IV.
OBJECT ORIENTED DESIGN METRICS
The most central aim of metric selection is to pick such
metrics which are statistically important and must be
applicable. Studies have been conducted and found that
there exists powerful relation among Object Oriented
software metrics and its maintainability. Software metrics
offer an effortless and inexpensive way to identify and
correct probable reasons for low software quality
according to the maintainability sub -factor as this will be
supposed by the programmers.
Set up Estimation programs and design metric standards
will support in preventing failures before the maintenance
process and decrease the essential effort during that phase.
Internal metrics are extremely associated with the
programmers‟ view of maintainability [9-12]. However,
unhappiness with internal quality standards may not
necessarily outcome in low rank of maintainability
although it is generally expected. In that case, it is likeable
that, regardless of what internal Estimations designate, the
concluding judge for the maintainability of the delivered
software is the programmer [19, 21, 22].
V.
MODELS DEVELOPMENT
The generic quality model [4, 11, 23] has been considered
as a foundation to develop the Maintainability
Measurements model for object oriented software design.
Estimation of class diagram‟s Extendibility and
Reusability is prerequisite for the accurate maintainability
Estimation. For this reason prior to developing MEMOOD,
the study has developed two models for Extendibility and
Reusability. In order to set up all the two models
subsequent multivariate linear model (1) has selected.

Where






Y is dependent variables.
X1, X2… Xn are independent variables.
ß1, ß 2… ß n are the coefficients.
€ is error term
µ is the intercept.

ANOVA Table emphasizes the result of the ANOVA
examination. In this Table, we obtain F ratio of 18.948
with (3, 2) degree of freedom. Obtained value is larger
VI.
EXTENDIBILITY ESTIMATION MODEL
than the critical value of F is 9.55 for the 0.05 significance
In order to set up an Extendibility estimation model of
level
object oriented class diagram, metrics listed in [8] will
play the role of independent variables while Extendibility
VII.
REUSABILITY ESTIMATION MODEL
will be taken as dependent variable. The data used for The data used for developing Reusability model is taken
developing Extendibility model is taken from [8]. The from [33]. The correlation among Reusability Factors and
correlation among Maintainability Factors and Object Object Oriented Characteristics has been established as
Oriented Characteristics has been established as depicted depicted in equation 3.
in equation2.
Using SPSS, values of coefficient are calculated and Applying the same technique of stepwise backward
multiple regressions on the available data resulted into the
Extendibility model is originated as below.
following Reusability model (3).
Extendibility=2.970 - 5.276 × Coupling + 14.054 ×
Inheritance + 1.517 × Polymorphism
(2) Reusability= 4.093 - 4.022 × Coupling + .328 ×
Cohesion + .370 × Design size
(3)
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Maintainability= -1.861 -1.137 × Extendibility +.960 ×
Reuseability
(4)

VI.
EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
Empirical validation is a vital phase of proposed research.
Empirical validation is the standard approach to justify the
model approval. Taking view of this truth, practical
validation of the maintainability model has been
performed using sample tryouts. In order to validate
developed maintainability model the data has been taken
from [8].

ANOVA Table emphasizes the result of the ANOVA
examination. In this Table, we obtain F ratio of 18.948
with (3, 2) degree of freedom. Obtained value is larger
than the critical value of F is 9.55 for the 0.05 significance
level
V.

MAINTAINABILITY ESTIMATION
MODEL
Before developing the model for maintainability, it is
important to make sure the appropriate association among
testability, extendibility and reuseability of class diagrams.
Table 9, shows the relationship values among them. From
the correlation values it is clear that both extendibility and
reuseability are strongly correlated with maintainability.
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Table13: Computed Ranking, Actual Ranking and
their Relation
Maintainability
Ranking
rs>
Projects
∑d2
rs

±.781
Computed Known
Rank
Rank
p1
9
10
1
0.99

p2

7

9

4

0.98



p3

8

2

36

0.78



p4

10

7

9

0.95



p5

6

3

9

0.95



p6

1

4

9

0.95



p7

3

5

4

0.98
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p8

5

1

16

0.90



p9

4

8

16

0.90



p10

2

6

16

0.90



Speraman‟s Coefficient of Correlation rs was used to
check the significance of correlation among calculated
values of maintainability using model and it‟s „Known
Values‟. The „rs‟ was estimated using the method given as
under: Speraman‟s Coefficient of Correlation

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

„d‟ = difference between „Calculated ranking‟ and „Known
ranking‟ of testability.
n = number of projects used in the experiment.

[8]
[9]

The correlation values between maintainability through
model and known ranking are shown in table (13) above.
Pairs of these values with correlation values rs above
[±.781] are checked in table. The correlations are up to
standard with high degree of confidence, i.e. up to 99%.
Therefore we can conclude without any loss of generality
that maintainability Estimation model measures are really
reliable and significant and applicable.

[10]

VII.
CONCLUSION
The study has developed three models to compute
extendibility, reusability and maintainability of the class
diagrams.
Maintainability model
measures
the
maintainability of class diagrams in terms of their
extendibility and reusability. All the three models have
been developed using the method of multiple linear
regressions. The study moreover validates the quantifying
ability of maintainability model. The applied validation on
the maintainability model concludes that proposed model
is highly consistent, acceptable and considerable. The
values of extendibility, reusability and maintainability are
of instant use in the software development process. These
values help software designers to review the design and
take proper corrective measures, early in the development
cycle, in order to control or at least reduce future
maintenance cost. The maintenance team may also utilize
this information to know, on what module to center during
maintenance.

[13]
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